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Ballet in the Dirt: The golden age of America&#39;s favorite pastime  Â     "Neilâ€™s book has some

of the greatest photos youâ€™ll ever see, even if youâ€™ve seen them before." - Yogi Berra  This

superb collection of 60s and 70s baseball images commemorates the sportâ€™s finest moments via

the lens of legendary sports photographer Neil Leifer  Professional baseball of the 1960s and 1970s

belongs to Neil Leifer, the premier sports photographer of his generation. In 1960, at age 17, Neil

had the human drive to match his new Nikon motor drive and he was on his way. With gumption and

an eye for the decisive moment, the baby-faced kid from Manhattanâ€™s lower east side was soon

selling his photos to Sports Illustrated. This superb collection of images reflects the total access Neil

had to the players on the ball field, in the dugout, and in the locker room. All the pathos, elation,

disappointment, and celebration are etched upon the faces of the players and their mercurial fans. 

From the 1960 World Series between the Yankees and the Pirates - decided in the 9th inning of the

7th game by a Bill Mazeroski home run - to the 1977 Series between the Yankees and the Los

Angeles Dodgers, Neil Leifer never stopped shooting. He was up in the nosebleed section of the

grandstands in Yankee Stadium, in the rafters of the Astrodome in Houston, or a helicopter high

above.Who won the games wasnâ€™t important - only how the game was played. The blood, sweat,

and grace. Itâ€™s all about the game, and Leiferâ€™s photographs create a topographical map to

the very heart and soul of baseball.  Featuring over 300 photos, the book is divided into four

chapters: The Game; the Heroes - like Roberto Clemente, Mickey Mantle, and pitcher Sandy

Koufax; the Rivalry (infamously, between the Yankees and the Boston Red Sox and the Giants and

Dodgers); and the World Series championship.  *This unlimited popular edition is for readers on a

budget or who were unable to get their hands on the original limited Collectorâ€™s Edition*  Â   Text

in English, French, and German
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SNEAK A PEEK @ BOOK REVIEW / SNAPSHOTS NÃ‚Â°2 : NEIL LEIFER - BALLET IN THE

DIRT - THE GOLDEN AGE OF BASEBALL - EDITED BY

TASCHENA-PRIVATE-BOOKS-COLLECTION.BLOGSPOT.COMVISIT MY BLOGSPOT BOOK

REVIEWSMEET A PRIVATE BOOKS COLLECTIONIvo Barnes is the founder of the blog "a private

collection books". Before being founder, editor, blogger, artist / photographer, Ivo Barnes is

especially a great lover of art books, fashion, architecture, design, photography, cooking books ...

To tell you the whole truth, I think more seriously than I have a great addiction to books. I love books

with hard covers more especially, books whose layout is attractive, books whose interior full of more

exciting as each other photos, books that transport you to another dimension or exude a lifestyle

that you identified. Art books can be a gift appreciated by any person, they also always find a place

in your interior, near you in a library, put on a bench, or simply all arranged on your coffee table. At

home , my books are arranged everywhere in my libraries on my buffets, and a large console

behind the sofa. I buy books very regularly and in general when I 'm in a library better never stay too

long , or leave me alone , or away from me, because I often leave with 5-6 books of art, under the

arm. Being more a collector of books that a simple and basic book buyer (for my collection extends

over 300 pounds), I noticed that it is very difficult to get a point of view, an idea or simply to know

what the book actually looks like on the websites of publishers.
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